PPE Kits Donated to Pune City Police and Hospitals

New Delhi, May 12: Research scholars, staff, and alumni of Pune-based CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory (NCL) collected funds to donate personal protection equipment (PPE) kits to Pune Police and hospitals. This group, called Marathi@NCL, has donated 200 PPE kits to Pune Police, Sassoon and Naidu hospitals. The group has also donated Rs 1 lakh to the CM relief fund earlier.

The task of PPE kits distribution was carried out by observing all safety precautions as per the administrative guidelines. Marathi@NCL responded responsibly upon hearing about scarcity of PPE kits among hospital staff and city police, who are at the frontline of fighting coronavirus.

Earlier too, Marathi@NCL had acted with great social responsibility, be it flood calamities in Kerala and Western Maharashtra, Marathwada draught situation or helping needy students from rural areas for their education. This research community deserves all our appreciation for what they set out to do in times of such emergency situations.